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With a roar, the entire small square was buzzing!

All the disciples of Dragon Gate were ready to fight.

However, Rafael’s expression was calm as he said, “Jeremy, we’re here tonight as representatives of
Fusha boxing to participate in the martial arts exchange meeting. Is this how you show your 
hospitality? Since your skills are not as good as ours, you want to suppress the Lopez family while 
we’re here?”

After Rafael said these words, the Fusha people behind him all stared at Jeremy and the others 
angrily.

“Wretches! Your methods are despicable! Trying to suppress the Lopez family when you can’t beat 
us in a fair fight!”

“Shameful!”

“This must be reported to the World Martial Arts Association! We must expose the ugly face of 
national martial arts and let the world see the true face of your martial artists!”

All the accusations sounded like a script that had been prepared a long time ago, meant to bring 
injustice to national martial arts.

At the scene, there were also many people from the World Martial Arts Association. At this 
moment, one shouted at Jeremy sternly, “Jeremy Yarner, as the secretary of the World Martial Arts 
Association, I’d like to warn you that Dragon Gate and the national martial arts circle shall not 
oppress the Lopez family and the Fusha martial arts circle.

If you insist on doing it, I will report to the board of directors and cancel the membership of Dragon
Gate!”

The person who spoke was a middle-aged man in a black suit with a goatee. He looked very slick 
and disgusting.

Moreover, it was pretty obvious he was standing on the Lopez family’s side.

Since he arrived, he had been standing next to Rafael while talking to him.

Jeremy’s face darkened when he heard the words. His eyes went cold and burst into anger!

Damn the World Martial Arts Association!

They were in cahoots with the Lopez family of Fusha!



Especially this so-called secretary of the World Martial Arts Association. He was most likely a 
member of the Lopez family already.

Philip naturally understood at one glance. It turned out this was the predicament and conspiracy that
Jacob Jensen was talking about.

No wonder.

It seemed that the World Martial Arts Association had been counting the days to eradicate national 
martial arts. They were now collaborating with the Fusha martial arts circle to do so.

The narrow-mindedness of this strategy was quite concerning.

Philip’s eyes gradually turned cold. Now that the World Martial Arts Association had decayed from 
within, it was time to set up a new one.

“Secretary Wake, you’re a citizen of this country. Why are you helping the Lopez family by 
defaming us?”

Jeremy roared, and the chills that burst out of his body shocked everyone!

The surrounding disciples of Dragon Gate also stared fixedly at Secretary Wake.

However, he still stood proudly next to Rafael and said shamelessly, “I’m just talking according to 
the facts. What I’m seeing now is that you, Jeremy Yarner, are leading the disciples of Dragon Gate 
in trying to oppress the Lopez family! I won’t allow this to happen!

As the secretary of the World Martial Arts Association, I now order you to disperse your people and 
apologize to Rafael Lopez!”

Uproar!

Deegan Wake’s ugly face was in full display at this moment!

Not only the disciples of Dragon Gate were angry, but even the members of other national martial 
arts families watching the scene were also very angry!

This was blatant oppression of the people and national martial arts!

That snake!

“Traitor! Fusha’s lackey!”

“Are you worthy of being a citizen of Orienta? Scum!”

“Go back and lick the boots of your Fusha owner! Trash!”

For a moment, the crowd became angry and criticized Deegan Wake.

However, Deegan was unperturbed. It was because Rafael had promised him 50 million!

Just by saying some words, he could earn 50 million!

Rafael was very satisfied at this moment.

With a smug face, he looked at the furious Jeremy and said lightly, “Jeremy, aren’t you going to 
apologize to the Lopez family? Do you want to defy the orders of the secretary of the World Martial
Arts Association?”



Jeremy’s face darkened.

al arts and Fusha’s martial arts circles?”


